USB-C CFast 2.0 Card Reader 5 Ports with UHS II SD/Micro SD

CFast 2.0, UHS II SD, UHS II Micro SD, CF and MS

- CFast 2.0, UHS-II SD and UHS-II Micro SD ports
- Up to 525MB/s transfer rate over CFast 2.0
- Up to 250MB/s transfer rate over UHS-II SD and Micro SD
- Compact Flash and Memory Stick
- Extended 9 inch cable allows the hub to lay flat on your desk when connected to iPad Pro or iMac
- Individual port locations for easy access
- Download images or videos from your CFast 2.0, SD, Micro SD, CF and MS cards, directly to your USB-C equipped computer
- Simultaneous read and write on all 5 ports
- LED indicator for each reader light when in use
- Designed with anodized aluminum sleeves to maximize heat dissipation and minimize EM interference
- Plug and Play, no driver needed
- Thunderbolt 3™ compatible

Pro Grade CFast 2.0, UHS II SD and UHS II Micro SD Reader

The EZQuest 5-in-1 CFast 2.0 Reader is designed for photographers, videographers or anyone who requires the fastest speeds available for CFast 2.0, SD and Micro SD cards including class UHS-II. Simultaneous read and write over USB-C will allow you to move files at speeds up to 525MB/s on CFast 2.0 and up to 250MB/s on UHS-II.

Read and write data, images, and video directly from our 5-in-1 card reader to your USB-C computer. Card reader is compatible with any USB-C or Thunderbolt 3™ ready computers and comes with LED indicators for each port which light up when in use.

Longer Cable Length

The EZQuest 5-in-1 card reader with extended 9 inch cable will allow the hub to lay flat on your desk when connected to iPad Pro or iMac.

Individual Port Locations for Easy Access

Our 5-in-1 CFast 2.0 Reader is designed so each port is individually located and not stacked on top of each other for easy access.

Heat Dissipation

Anodized aluminum design to maximize heat dissipation and minimizes EM interference so you can focus on your projects.

Plug and Play with Fast Data Transfer Speeds

There is no need to install any drivers; just plug the adapter into your computer and you are ready to go. Transfer images, videos, music and data from your digital camera or other devices.

Specification:
- Part Number: X40021
- UPC Code: 694307400314
- Connector: USB-C
- Finish: Space Gray
- Cable Length: 22 CM
- Unit Dimension: L 34mm X W 148mm X H 11mm
- One (1) year limited warranty

Compatibility:
- All Apple products with USB-C ports
- Google Chromebook Pixel
- Google Chromebase Pixel
- Dell XPS 13/15
- Lenovo Yoga 3 Pro
- Thunderbolt™ 3 ready computers
- USB-C ready computers/devices
- Smartphones and tablets with OTG support
- Samsung Galaxy S8, S9, S8 & S9 Plus

www.ezq.com